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Abstract—In today’s digital world, we are confronted with
an explosion of data and models produced and manipulated by
numerous large-scale IoT/cloud-based applications. Under such
settings, existing transfer evolutionary optimization frameworks
grapple with satisfying two important quality attributes, namely
scalability against a growing number of source tasks and online
learning agility against sparsity of relevant sources to the target
task of interest. Satisfying these attributes shall facilitate practical
deployment of transfer optimization to big source instances as
well as simultaneously curbing the threat of negative transfer.
While applications of existing algorithms are limited to tens of
source tasks, in this paper, we take a quantum leap forward
in enabling two orders of magnitude scale-up in the number of
tasks; i.e., we efficiently handle scenarios with up to thousands of
source problem instances. We devise a novel transfer evolutionary
optimization framework comprising two co-evolving species for
joint evolutions in the space of source knowledge and in the
search space of solutions to the target problem. In particular, co-
evolution enables the learned knowledge to be orchestrated on
the fly, expediting convergence in the target optimization task.
We have conducted an extensive series of experiments across a
set of practically motivated discrete and continuous optimization
examples comprising a large number of source problem instances,
of which only a small fraction show source-target relatedness.
The experimental results strongly validate the efficacy of our
proposed framework with two salient features of scalability and
online learning agility.
Index Terms—Big task instances, scalability, transfer evolu-
tionary optimization, negative transfer.
I. INTRODUCTION
There have been sustained attempts at designing algorithms
that are able to automatically transfer and reuse learned
knowledge across datasets, problems, and domains. The main
objective is to promote the reproducibility and generalizability
of intelligent systems in a way that performance efficacy is not
only restricted to an individual (narrow) task, but can also be
reproduced in other related tasks by sharing common compu-
tationally encoded knowledge priors [1]. Transfer evolutionary
optimization is one such promising computational paradigm
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that enables knowledge transfer in evolutionary optimization
via reuse of priors drawn from previously tackled source tasks
to solve a new target task of interest [2].
Reusing knowledge priors from past problem-solving ex-
periences is also known as sequential transfer in the re-
lated literature [2]. There have been a growing number of
successful examples of sequential transfer in areas such as
neuro-evolution [3], multi-objective continuous optimization
[4], [5], [6], combinatorial optimization [7], [8], [9], [10],
dynamic optimization [11], [12], [13], and learning classifier
systems [14], [15], [16] with real-world applications from the
composites manufacturing industry [5], engineering design [4],
[6], [17], last-mile logistics [18], automated machine learning
[19], [20], reinforcement learning [21], to name a few.
Generally, there are two common modes for reusing priors
in sequential transfer. One is the exact storage and reuse of
past solutions (either directly [22], [23], [24] or after passing
through a mapping function [5], [25]) for subsequent injection
into the search space of the target problem. The other is model-
based transfer where reuse of priors has recently been realized
by sampling from probabilistic models of elite candidate
solutions drawn from previously solved optimization tasks
[26], [27]. Irrespective of which approach is being applied, the
challenge is to efficiently curb the threat of negative transfer
when there are big source task instances at hand and many
are not relevant to the target problem. Measuring inter-task
similarity, however, requires utilization of problem-specific
data that may not be a priori known before the onset of
the search, particularly in black-box evolutionary optimization
settings which is the focus of this paper. This promoted online
source-target similarity learning as an effective strategy to
mitigate the risks of negative transfer on the fly during the
course of the evolutionary optimization [6], [27], [28]. In [6],
Zhang et al. introduced a multi-source selective transfer frame-
work where inter-task similarity is captured by measuring
the Wasserstein distance of the respective source and target
search probabilistic models. The final source population is
then formed by applying heuristic rules based on the max and
variance of similarities across different sources, and, through
a mapping function, injects the candidate solutions into a GA-
style algorithm. The work utilized Feng et al.’s single layer
denoising autoencoder [5], [29] as the mapping function to
connect source and target populations in continuous search
spaces. Their approach, however, requires similarity computa-
tions and comparisons at every generation of the evolution
to effectively mandate the process of transfer. This incurs
significant computational cost when the number of sources























The threat of negative transfer was also tackled by Da et
al. [27]. They developed an adaptive model-based transfer
evolutionary algorithm (AMTEA) in which the measure of
source-target similarity is defined as the extent of overlap
between the optimized source and target search distributions
captured via stacked density estimation of the target popu-
lation. The AMTEA, however, requires a learning algorithm
to be nested within the target evolutionary search to reveal
latent source-target similarities during the course of the search.
This impedes the approach from scaling efficiently when large
number of source probabilistic models are to be stacked with
the target model. Shakeri et al. [28] addressed the scaling
burden of the AMTEA by incorporating a source selection
mechanism based on the theory of multi-armed bandits (MAB)
to allow only one source to be stacked with the target each
time knowledge transfer is launched. In spite of the fact
that MAB is theoretically capable to converge to an optimal
strategy (to exploit knowledge from most related sources), the
algorithm does not empirically assure that the closest sources
to the target will eventually be learned at convergence amid
thousands of different source instances. The uniformly random
selection of just a single source at initial stages of the MAB
often prevents the algorithm from quickly identifying the most
relevant source(s), especially when the proportion of related
sources is small.
With these observations in mind, this paper aims at tackling
two critical shortcomings of today’s transfer evolutionary
optimization frameworks when deployed to big source task in-
stances that have been produced and manipulated by numerous
large-scale IoT/cloud-based applications. The shortcomings
are namely lack of scalability when faced with a growing
bulk of source instances and lack of online learning agility
against sparsity of relevant sources to the target task of interest.
While applications of existing algorithms are limited to tens
of source tasks, in this paper, we take a quantum leap forward
in enabling two orders of magnitude scale-up in the number
of tasks by handling scenarios with up to thousands of source
problem instances. We devise a scalable transfer evolutionary
optimization framework, sTrEvo in short, comprising two co-
evolving species for joint evolutions in the space of source
knowledge and in the search space of solutions to the target
problem. The proposed co-evolutionary transfer mechanism
enables the learned knowledge to be rapidly orchestrated on
the fly by applying a two-membered evolution strategy, i.e.,
(1+1)-(ES), with a mutation function that can adjust the level
of transfer based on the relatedness of sources to the target.
The key contribution of this work can thus be summarized as
follows.
1) We establish a scalable transfer evolutionary optimiza-
tion framework with two salient features of scalability
and online learning agility through co-evolution in the
knowledge and target search spaces.
2) We incorporate a novel mutation mechanism in the
(1+1)-ES based knowledge extraction algorithm that
enables rapid and effective utilization of relevant source
problem instances up to two orders of magnitude larger
in number than those encountered in existing works.
3) We empirically verify the efficacy of the algorithm
through an extensive and rigorous experimental study
across a set of practically motivated discrete and con-
tinuous optimization examples.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
contains preliminaries on model-based transfer evolutionary
optimization and conducts a complexity comparison for some
of the state-of-the-art algorithms. Section III presents our pro-
posed sTrEvo with its underlying (1+1)-ES based knowledge
extraction module. In Section IV, extensive experiments sup-
plemented with rigorous analyses are conducted for assessing
the scalability of sTrEvo across three case studies ranging from
discrete to continuous search spaces. Finally, in Section V,
we conclude the paper and highlight potential future research
directions.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Basics of Model-Based Transfer
The probabilistic model-based expression of a typical opti-
mization problem T with a maximization function f(x) (we
adopt −f(x) if the underlying optimization problem is one







where, p(x) is the probability search distribution of candidate
solutions in X . Given a global optimum fitness value f∗,
a distribution p∗(x) generating high-quality (near optimal)
solutions of T should satisfy the following,∫
X
f(x).p∗(x).dx ≥ f∗ − ε, (2)
here, ε represents a small positive convergence threshold. Note
that in the case we let ε be 0, p∗(x) could then become a
degenerate distribution that collapses to just a single point;
this is not what we want.
In the sequential transfer optimization setting, when the
objective is to optimize target task TT , we assume that
there are T − 1 source tasks T1, . . . , TT−1 with maximization
functions f1(x), . . . , fT−1(x) whose search distributions are
already optimized over a unified search space X that encodes
solutions corresponding to all T tasks. A complete description
of unified search spaces can be found in [3]; details are left
out herein for the sake of brevity. Under this setting, the
evolutionary transfer optimization of the target problem from

















wi = 1 and wi ≥ 0,∀i ∈ {1, . . . , T − 1, T}.
(3)
In this formulation, w1, . . . , wT−1, wT are referred to





s(x) + wT .pT (x)
]
, and determine the extent of
knowledge transfer from each source to the target. The mixture
model is trained to capture the true underlying distribution
of the target population, from which candidate solutions
are sampled to adaptively bias the target search. A proper
adjustment of the coefficients is challenging nonetheless as
there is assumed to be no prior knowledge on the optimal
search distribution p∗T (x) of the target problem to help identify
related and unrelated sources offline. The consequences of
improper assignments are twofold. On one hand, designating
an unreasonably high transfer coefficient to an unrelated source
model will result in injecting poor solutions into the search
space of the target that may significantly impede the target
search performance. On the other hand, the inability to assign
an adequately high value to a relevant source model suppresses
the transfer of useful solutions to improve optimization ef-
ficiency in the target task. The challenge is more severe in
black box optimization. Due to the absence of an algebraic
model of the system to be optimized in such settings, we can
only rely on online data generated during the course of target
optimization to discover inter-task similarities. It is thus crucial
for a transfer optimization algorithm to be able to accurately
orchestrate the mixture transfer coefficients of (3) based on
the data generated during the target optimization search.
B. State-of-the-Art Transfer EAs
It can be inferred from (3) that the optimization of the
target probabilistic model as well as adjustment of the mix-
ture transfer coefficients are two intertwined components of
the online model-based transfer optimization. The adaptive
model-based transfer EA framework (AMTEA), as proposed
in [27], captures the latter via stacked density estimation of
the target population [30]. At any generation of the target
EA where knowledge transfer is launched, a mixture model
comprising a linear composition of T available probabilistic
models is learned from n solutions (of dimensionality d) of
the current generation by finding the optimal configuration
of the transfer coefficients corresponding to each model.
The learning process is carried out by applying the classical
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [31], which, in the
context of stacked density estimation, entails the construction
of an n × T probability matrix to capture the likelihood of
each solution corresponding to all the T probabilistic models
[27]. Overall, this requires O(dnT ) computational steps for
a variable-wise factored distribution model, in addition to the
complexity of executing the EM algorithm itself. The cost for
learning optimal transfer coefficient values is that AMTEA
does not scale efficiently when the number of sources grows
to hundreds and beyond.
The lack of scalability of the AMTEA was tackled in [28]
via a source selection algorithm that runs in O(T ) to choose
only one source model at a time for stacked density estimation.
This reduces the computational steps required for constructing
the probability matrix to O(dn), which is a significant speedup
when there are thousands of source models available. The se-
lection strategy is formulated based on a popular variant of the
multi-armed bandit problem, known as the adversarial MAB
[32] which can be solved to optimality using the Exponential-
weight algorithm for Exploration and Exploitation (EXP3)
[33]. In this setting, each source corresponds to an arm of
a bandit whose reward, when chosen (pulled), is proportional
to its level of similarity to the target. A source model which
can generate fitter individuals, as evaluated by the target
objective function, receives a higher reward measure and is
more likely to be chosen in future generations. However, as
was noted in Section I, the uniformly random selection of just
a single source at initial stages of the MAB often hinders the
algorithm from rapidly identifying the most relevant source(s),
especially when related sources are sparse. An extensive series
of experiments and analyses to evaluate the above algorithms
and claims will be carried out in Section IV. We denote the
MAB-enabled AMTEA developed in [28] as MAB-AMTEA
for the remainder of the paper.
There is another class of sequential transfer methods that
builds a single layer mapping function to inject solutions
of past search experiences into the current target population
while the optimization search progresses [5]. The mapping
function is built each time knowledge transfer occurs. Given
two solution populations (one pertaining to a previously solved
source task and the other to the target problem) both of which
consist of n solutions of d dimensions, a basic implementation
requires O(nd2 + d3) computational steps to construct the
mapping function. (Detailed computational analyses are not
presented here for the sake of brevity.) The above process,
however, is not scalable when the number of sources is large
(i.e., T  1), as it needs to be repeated per source to build the
corresponding mapping function; this makes the complexity
scale as O(T (nd2+d3)). In addition, memory consumption is
another resource bottleneck as it is required to archive the solu-
tions data of all source instances for all generations, which can
quickly become intractable. Although the challenge of multiple
sources was addressed in [6] by proposing a source selection
mechanism (at additional expense of O(dnT + T
√
T )) to
form a single population to construct the mapping function,
the memory consumption bottleneck remains. In contrast, in
the probabilistic model-based sequential transfer methods, we
only need to store the learned search distribution models,
comprising only few distribution parameters. Finally, note that
the existing single layer autoencoder method only applies to
continuous search spaces.
III. SCALABLE TRANSFER EVOLUTIONARY OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we devise our novel scalable transfer evolu-
tionary optimization framework (sTrEvo) which comprises two
co-evolving species for joint evolutions in the space of source
knowledge and in the search space of solutions to the target
problem. The proposed co-evolutionary transfer mechanism
enables rapid and effective utilization of the learned knowledge
amongst thousands of source problem instances by applying
a two-membered evolution strategy, i.e., (1+1)-(ES), with a
novel mutation function capable of adjusting the level of
transfer in accordance with the relatedness of sources to the
target. In this work, the species to evolve the solutions to the
target problem is just a canonical EA (although any other
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preferred algorithm can be used). In the following, we will
describe the components of the sTrEvo in detail.
A. Source Knowledge Evolution in STrEvo
The core component of the sTrEvo is the knowledge extrac-
tion module which is based on the (1+1)-ES. In the (1+1)-ES,
one solution is evolved per generation by being mutated. The
fitness of the two solutions (i.e., the parent and its offspring)
is compared and the best of the two is chosen as the individual
for the next generation. In our setting, the chromosome is
encoded as the transfer coefficients in the mixture model
and the fitness is defined as the mean fitness of candidate
solutions generated from the corresponding mixture model and
evaluated by the objective function of the target problem. The
algorithm evolves for one generation every time it is launched
by the target EA for knowledge transfer, the frequency of
which is determined by a transfer interval (denoted by ∆
generations as specified in Procedure 2).
In the standard (1+1)-ES, the parent is mutated according
to a mutation radius, a random variable following a normal
distribution. In this paper, however, we propose a different
mutation mechanism according to the characteristics of the
transfer optimization paradigm as formulated in (3). Given
that
∫
X f(x).p(x).dx indicates the expected objective value of
a search distribution model p(x) against an objective function



















where Ex∼p∗s(x)[fT (x)] is the expected fitness of an optimized
source probabilistic model p∗s(x) relative to the target objective
function fT (x). Also note that
∑T
i=1 wi = 1 and wi ≥ 0,
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , T}.
As the overall objective in (4) is formulated as that of
maximization, a higher expected value for each model should
be reinforced with a higher corresponding transfer coefficient.
This forms the basis for our novel mutation method as a
means of guiding the evolution toward maximizing positive
transfer by giving higher weights to related sources as well
as suppressing negative transfer by neutralizing weights to
unrelated ones. We implement this by defining a mutation
vector of size T such that the first T−1 elements correspond to
the source models and the last refers to the target. Each entry
in the mutation vector estimates the expected fitness of its
corresponding probabilistic model. This is done by recording
the up-to-date average fitness of candidate solutions that have
been generated from the model and evaluated by the target
objective function during the course of knowledge transfer.
Note that as the knowledge extraction progresses, the samples
generated from the models accumulate accordingly, leading
to have more accurate estimations of their corresponding
expected fitness. After mutation is carried out per generation, a
new mixture model is formed from which a sample population
is generated for knowledge transfer. For clarity, we present the
details of the (1+1)-ES based knowledge extraction module in
pseudocode in Procedure 1 for the case of a maximization
problem.
Procedure 1: (1+1)-ES Based Knowledge Extraction
Input: Optimized source models p∗1(x), . . . , p∗T−1(x),
scaling factor ζ, learning rate η, target task TT ,
transfer counter t, target population Pt, mean
target fitness f̄T,t;
1 if t == 0 then
2 Initialize transfer coefficients wt[1 : T ] with 1/T ;
3 Initialize mutation vector π[1 : T ] with zeroes;
4 Build target model pT,t(x) using Pt;
5 Form mixture model Mt from p∗1(x), . . . , p
∗
T−1(x),
pT,t(x) and wt[1 : T ];
6 Generate candidate transfer solutions Xt from Mt
using the Monte Carlo sampling method;
7 Evaluate solutions in Xt using target objective
function fT (x) and record the mean fitness as f̄t;
8 else
9 for s = 1 to T − 1 do
10 π[s]← average fitness of candidate solutions in⋃t−1
i=1Xi that have been sampled from p
∗
s(x);
11 π[T ]← f̄T,t;
12 for i = 1 to T do
13 π′[i]← (π[i]/max(π[1 : T ]))× ζ;





16 w′[i]← (1− η)× wt−1[i] + η × π′′[i];
17 for i← 1 to T do
18 if w′[i] ≤ ε then Neutralize w′[i] by 0 ;





21 Build target model pT,t(x) using Pt;
22 Form mixture model Mt from p∗1(x), . . . , p
∗
T−1(x),
pT,t(x) and w′′[1 : T ];
23 Generate candidate transfer solutions Xt from Mt
using the Monte Carlo sampling method;
24 Evaluate solutions in Xt using target objective
function fT (x) and record the mean fitness as f̄ ′;
25 if f̄ ′ ≥ f̄t−1 then
26 wt[1 : T ]← w′′[1 : T ];
27 f̄t ← f̄ ′;
28 else
29 wt[1 : T ]← wt−1[1 : T ];
30 f̄t ← f̄t−1;
31 return Xt
As already stated, Procedure 1 is called by the target EA
each time knowledge transfer occurs. This is traced by a trans-
fer counter (t) which is input to the procedure and indicates
the current generation of knowledge extraction. Accordingly,
t = 0 represents the initialization phase (lines 2–7) in which
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the initial chromosome is formed by assigning identical values
(here, 1/T ) to the transfer coefficients. This implies that each
source model, as well as the initial target model, has an
equal probability to transfer candidate solutions to the target
optimization algorithm. These individuals are evaluated by the
target objective function and the mean fitness is recorded as
the fitness of the initial chromosome.
For the case of t > 0, the knowledge extraction proceeds
with updating the mutation vector (lines 9–11). As already
discussed, each entry in the mutation vector estimates the
expected fitness of its corresponding model against the target
problem and is measured by taking the average fitness of
candidate solutions that have been sampled from that model.
The average fitness to a source model is updated each time a
new solution is added. This is done incrementally in a constant
time without the need to keep the previous solutions in
memory. Assume that the mutation entry π[s], corresponding
to the source model p∗s(x), holds the average fitness over the
first i − 1 solutions; the updated average after adding the ith
candidate solution xi sampled from p∗s(x) is calculated as
follows,
π[s]← π[s] + fT (xi)− π[s]
i
. (5)
Note that unlike the source probabilistic models which remain
fixed during the target optimization, the target model is non-
stationary and is rebuilt each time knowledge transfer occurs.
This hinders the incremental update of the average fitness, as
done for the source models, from being applied to the target.
Alternatively, since the solutions to build the target model are
evaluated in the target evolutionary search procedure before
being passed to the knowledge extraction module, it is possible
to compute their mean fitness in the same procedure and pass
it along with the target population.
Thereafter, a two-stage transformation is carried out on the
mutation vector to help online source-target similarity to be
captured more rapidly and effectively. This is realized by
applying the maximum absolute scaling and softmax functions,
respectively (lines 13 and 15). The output from the former
is a real-valued vector between zero and one where the
entries have been scaled relative to the value of the maximum
element. We nevertheless observed that effective exploitation
from more related sources requires a more meaningful distinc-
tion amongst the values. Accordingly, the resultant mutation
vector is scaled to a wider range by being multiplied by
a so-called scaling factor (ζ) defined as a hyper-parameter
(line 13). Tuning the parameter with higher values enforces
more exploitation whereas lower values make room for more
exploration across the source models. Eventually, mutation is
carried out in Line 16 to generate the offspring from the parent
chromosome and mutation vector. A learning rate (η), also
defined as a hyper-parameter in the interval [0, 1], is applied
to delay early convergence to those sources that receive higher
probabilities during mutation, allowing exploring sources with
lower probabilities. The lower is the value, the more intense
is the exploration.
The updated transfer coefficients in the offspring form a
new mixture model that should be used to generate new
candidate solutions. This, however, is deferred until a neu-
tralization function is carried out on each element of the
offspring (line 18). If the value is below a very small positive
threshold, then the entry (which entails the transfer coefficient
to a source model) is neutralized to zero, meaning that the
corresponding source is identified unrelated and hence, should
not be sampled for the remaining generations. The rationale
behind such adjustment lies in the Monte Carlo sampling
method being used, as it ensures that at least one sample
is generated from every source model whose corresponding
transfer coefficient is positive (no matter how close the value
is to zero). Consequently, in situations where the number of
sources is significantly greater than the population size, there
could be no chance for those models with a slightly larger
transfer coefficient to have their sample(s) chosen as candidate
solutions for transfer. In this regard, neutralizing the sources
with extremely low transfer coefficients is deemed an effective
strategy to remedy this undesirable property.
The last part of the code, i.e., lines 25–30, deals with
evolution in which the parent is replaced with the offspring if
its fitness is not better than that of the offspring. Lastly, note
that irrespective of whether or not the offspring replaces its
parent, the candidate solutions generated from its correspond-
ing mixture model are always returned for the utilization of
the target evolutionary search. This is because there might be
a handful of high-quality solutions (among a majority of low-
quality ones) that are able to improve optimization efficiency
in the target problem.
B. Target Solutions Evolution in STrEvo
Our proposed (1+1)-ES can be incorporated as a nested
module within any canonical or state-of-the-art EA to optimize
the target task. Procedure 2 presents such integration for a
canonical GA (CGA) in pseudocode. In this setting, the trans-
fer interval ∆ is defined to specify the frequency of calling
the knowledge extraction module in number of generations.
Upon the call, the (1+1)-ES advances for one generation.
Procedure 2: Pseudocode of sTrEvo for a CGA
Input: Target task TT , transfer interval ∆;
Output: Optimized target probabilistic model;
1 Configure initial population P0 at random;
2 Evaluate solutions in P0;
3 i← 0 ; /* generation counter */
4 t← 0 ; /* transfer counter */
5 while stopping criteria not satisfied do
6 if mod(i,∆) == 0 and i > 1 then
7 f̄T,t ← mean fitness of solutions in Pi;
8 Call Procedure 1 to form offspring O;
9 t← t+ 1;
10 else
11 Generate offspring O by reproduction of Pi;
12 Evaluate solutions in O;
13 Select next population Pi+1 from Pi ∪O;
14 i← i+ 1;
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According to the procedure, after the initial population
is configured and evaluated (lines 1 and 2), the iterative
routine to optimize the target solutions follows two different
branches of evolution. Whenever knowledge transfer occurs,
the offspring is formed from the candidate solutions returned
by the knowledge extraction module (lines 6–9). Otherwise, it
is generated by applying the common reproduction operators
(line 11). After being evaluated, the offspring is combined with
the current population to form the next generation by using a
selection mechanism (lines 12 and 13). Note that before the
knowledge extraction module is launched at line 8, the mean
fitness of solutions in the current population is computed and
passed as the input parameter – along with the transfer counter
t – to the module (also see Procedure 1). The above steps
continue until some stopping criteria are eventually met.
C. Complexity Comparison of sTrEvo
The learning process of the transfer coefficients in the
sTrEvo is carried out by the mutation mechanism of the (1+1)-
ES. To this end, the T entries in the mutation vector are
updated each time a new candidate solution is added from
the mixture model. According to (5), this is done in a con-
stant time per added solution, which, overall, requires O(n)
computational steps for n solutions. (Note that computing the
mean fitness of the target population, to update the last entry of
the mutation vector, also requires O(n) steps for a population
size of n.) Thereafter, the two-stage transformation as well
as the generation of the offspring (that encodes the updated
transfer coefficients) are carried out in O(T ). Thus, the total
complexity of the mutation mechanism becomes O(n + T ).
As is clear, the (1+1)-ES, and hence the sTrEvo as a whole,
scales much more efficiently than the existing AMTEA with
the learning complexity O(dnT ).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to assess
the efficacy of sTrEvo with regard to scalability and online
learning agility. The assessment is carried out across a set
of practically motivated discrete and continuous optimization
examples. Following our complexity analysis in Section II-B,
note that the single layer autoencoder method proposed in
[5] and [6] requires archiving the solutions data of all source
instances for all generations, to construct the mapping func-
tion whenever knowledge transfer is launched. This entails
a significantly large and growing memory cost for evaluation
scenarios with 1000 sources and beyond. As a more practically
feasible alternative, we compare sTrEvo with state-of-the-art
probabilistic model-based transfer methods that only need to
store the learned search distribution models, which comprises
only few distribution parameters and hence consumes low
memory. Our comparative evaluations are accordingly con-
ducted against AMTEA [27] and the MAB-enabled AMTEA
(i.e., MAB-AMTEA) [28] algorithms, along with a number
of modern solvers without transfer capability. This includes
a canonical GA (CGA) enhanced with a local solution repair
heuristic for discrete optimization and two powerful variants
of the recently proposed natural evolution strategies (NESs)
[34], namely sNES and xNES, for continuous examples.
A. Experimental Setup
All the compared algorithms were implemented in Python
3.71 and run on a 64-bit Intel(R) CoreTM i7-7700HQ with 4
cores and 8 logical processors. The OS was Ubuntu 20.04 with
16GB memory. Throughout all experiments, we used an elitist
selection strategy in the three transfer evolutionary algorithms,
i.e., AMTEA, MAB-AMTEA and sTrEvo, as well as the CGA.
The (unified) search space representation together with the
choice of probabilistic models were determined according to
the characteristics of the underlying problem. For discrete
optimization, the following general settings were adopted in
our compared algorithms:
1) Representation: binary coded.
2) Population size: 50.
3) Maximum function evaluations: 5000.
4) Evolutionary operators:
a) uniform crossover with probability ρc = 1,
b) bit-flip mutation with probability ρm = 1/d, where
d is the chromosome length.
5) Probabilistic model: univariate marginal frequency (fac-
tored Bernoulli distribution) [35].
On the other hand, for the chosen set of continuous opti-
mization examples, the following configuration was used:
1) Representation: real-valued coded.
2) Population size: 50.
3) Maximum function evaluations: 5000.
4) Evolutionary operators for AMTEA, MAB-AMTEA and
sTrEvo:
a) simulated binary crossover [36] with ρc = 1 and
distribution index ηc = 10,
b) polynomial mutation [37] with ρm = 1/d (d is the
chromosome length) and distribution index ηm =
10.
5) Probabilistic model: multivariate Gaussian distribution
[38].
For fairness of comparison, we considered identical popu-
lation size and maximum function evaluations for both sNES
and xNES algorithms. The other parameters of the two solvers
were configured with default settings from [39]. Note that the
above configuration was adopted following the experimental
study carried out in [27] for the assessment of the AMTEA
approach. With regard to assessing the MAB-AMTEA, there
is an egalitarianism factor γ in the EXP3 that was set to 0.1
according to [28].
As there are a few hyper-parameters that need to be tuned
for the (1+1)-ES algorithm nested in sTrEvo, preliminary
experiments were conducted to identify a proper yet general
setting accordingly. The resultant configuration is shown in
Table I. Note that ε is the threshold value used to neutralize
unrelated sources (see Procedure 1) where T is the total
number of probabilistic models including the target model.
Lastly, we should note that the last setting for the transfer
interval also apply to both AMTEA and MAB-AMTEA.
1The source code is available at https://github.com/erfanMhi/Transfer-
Optimization.
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TABLE I: Hyper-parameter setting for the (1+1)-ES.
Parameter Setting
Scaling factor (ζ) 100
Learning rate (η) 0.9
Threshold value (ε) 1/T × 0.01
Transfer interval (∆) 2
B. The Discrete 0/1 Knapsack Problem
The knapsack problem (KP) is a well-known NP-hard
problem in combinatorial (discrete) optimization and has been
studied extensively by the operations research community.
There are many variations of the problem with applications
in supply chain and logistics optimization, wireless communi-
cations and investment decision making, among many others.
The basic version of the problem is the 0/1 KP in which
there are d number of items (representing the problem di-
mensionality), each with a value vi and a weight wi, and a
knapsack of a finite capacity C. The objective is to find a
subset of items such that they can be placed into the knapsack
while their total value is maximized. We can describe the








wixi ≤ C, and xi ∈ {0, 1},
(6)
here, xi is a binary decision variable and equals 1 if the
ith item is selected and 0, otherwise. It should be noted
that solving KP instances using EAs may cause the capacity
constraint to be violated for some individuals during the
course of evolution. On such occasions, a repair mechanism is
invoked to satisfy the constraint in accordance with Dantzig’s
greedy approximation algorithm [40].
In this paper, we generate synthetic KP instances with
similar characteristics as instructed in [27] and [28]. De-
pending on the relationships between the w’s and v’s, the
instances are generated according to uncorrelated (un), weakly
correlated (wc), and strongly correlated (sc) categories. The
second categorization defines two types of knapsacks based
on the number of items that can be selected: a knapsack of
a restrictive capacity (rc) and one of an average capacity
(ac). In the former, the allowable number is limited to a
small value whereas in the latter, the number could be larger.
Having combined the two, we define a d = 1000-D KP
configuration in which the target is “KP uc ac” and the source
instance types are “KP uc rc”, “KP wc rc”, “KP sc rc” and
“KP sc ac”. Here, the related source type is “KP sc ac”
implying that a relatively large number of items need to be
selected as also must be done for the target.
Two evaluation scenarios were defined to investigate the
performance of the sTrEvo with respect to the two important
quality attributes, i.e., scalability and online learning agility.
The scenarios are described as follows:
• Scenario (A): where the number of sources is 1000
with 250 instances of the related type and 750 instances
equally distributed among the three unrelated types (re-
latedness ratio is 0.25).
• Scenario (B): where the number of sources is 1000
with only 40 instances of the related type and 960
instances equally distributed among the three unrelated
types (relatedness ratio is 0.04).
A binary CGA was first configured to construct the proba-
bilistic models of all source instances to optimality. We then
compared the performance of our proposed sTrEvo with CGA,
AMTEA, MAB-AMTEA for both evaluation scenarios. The
averaged results obtained over 30 independent runs are shown
in Figure 1. With respect to the convergence efficiency, Figures
1a and 1b present the convergence trends of the compared
algorithms for Scenario (A) with 250 related sources and
Scenario (B) with 40 related sources, respectively. It can be
seen from the convergence trends that utilization of related
knowledge from previously solved experiences in essence
does improve optimization efficiency in the target problem.
Such efficiency, however, is more noticeable for sTrEvo. The
algorithm acquires a steeper convergence curve than AMTEA
and, in particular, MAB-AMTEA in early function evaluations.
The reason for such different convergence trends lies in how
agile the online learning mechanism of the compared methods
is to discern related sources and exploit useful knowledge
accordingly. We can therefore conclude that MAB-AMTEA
fails to reach that level of agility as opposed to AMTEA and
sTrEvo. Put differently, under big source problem instances
(here, 1000), effective exploration of sources for identifying
and then exploiting the related ones play a determinant role for
the sTrEvo in acquiring online learning agility. This is more
evident for Scenario (B) in which the proportion of related
sources is small. The advantage of such capability (i.e., to
achieve convergence in fewer number of function evaluations)
would be more significant for case studies where the evaluation
of the objective function is very costly.
We also plot the convergence trend of the three compared
transfer evolutionary algorithms within the convergence time
of sTrEvo as shown in Figures 1c and 1d for Scenarios (A)
and (B), respectively. While the MAB-AMTEA is able to
converge within this time limit2, AMTEA falls much behind
the other two and requires a considerably longer time to
eventually converge to optimality. The above observations
indicate that neither AMTEA nor MAB-AMTEA are able to
ensure scalability as well as online learning agility collectively.
The AMTEA lacks scalability due to its computationally
intensive EM-based knowledge extraction module whereas the
MAB-AMTEA’s source selection strategy, based on the EXP3,
struggles to identify related sources quickly and utilize them
accordingly. Lastly, we present the trajectory of the learned
transfer coefficients of AMTEA and sTrEvo (aggregated per
source knapsack type) in Figure 2. As can be seen from
Figures 2a to 2d, sTrEvo is able to learn qualitatively similar
trends of transfer coefficient values as AMTEA. (Recall that
AMTEA is provably optimal whereas sTrEvo follows a ran-
domized (1+1)-ES procedure.) The results show that despite
2Note that the rationale behind proposing MAB-AMTEA in [28] was to
tackle the scaling burden of AMTEA when exposed to big task instances.
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Fig. 1: Averaged performance results of sTrEvo over 30 inde-
pendent runs for the 0/1 knapsack problem with 1000 source
instances. The target is “KP uc ac” and the source types
are “KP uc rc”, “KP wc rc”, “KP sc rc” and “KP sc ac”.
Convergence trends relative to the number of function evalu-
ations for (a) 250 related sources and (b) 40 related sources.
Convergence trends relative to sTrEvo’s convergence time for
(c) 250 related sources and (d) 40 related sources. The shaded
region indicates standard deviations either side of the mean.
compromising on optimality, the sTrEvo achieves compara-
ble performance, while simultaneously achieving significantly
lower computational cost.
C. Robotic Arm with Variable Morphology
In this section, we consider a planar robotic arm adopted
from [41]. In this setting, there is an arm of length L with d
joints as equal as its links. (Here d specifies the dimensionality
of the problem.) Each joint can rotate to a maximum angle
αmax, encoded in (0, 1], which is the same for all joints.
Further, all the links have the identical length (here, L′). The
problem objective is to find the angle of each joint of the robot
(i.e., α1, . . . , αd) such that the tip of the arm (i.e., the end-
effector) is as close as possible to a predefined target in the
plane (see Figure 3a).
We identify a task T by a particular combination of L and
αmax in which a candidate solution is encoded by a vector α =
α1, . . . , αd. The fitness function f(α, TL,αmax) to evaluate the
solution α to the task TL,αmax computes the Euclidean distance
from the tip position pd to the target position T . The pd can
be obtained recursively as follows [41]:
M0 = I, (7)
Mi = Mi−1 ·





0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 , (8)
pi = Mi · (0, 0, 0, 1)ᵀ, (9)
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(d) sTrEvo’s learned ws’s (40 related)
Fig. 2: Learned transfer coefficients of AMTEA and sTrEvo
while solving the 0/1 knapsack problem with 1000 sources. (a)
AMTEA’s learned ws’s with 250 related sources. (b) sTrEvo’s
learned ws’s with 250 related sources. (c) AMTEA’s learned
ws’s with 40 related sources. (d) sTrEvo’s learned ws’s with
40 related sources. Results were averaged over 30 independent
runs. The shaded region indicates standard deviations either
side of the mean.
where α′i = 2π · αmax · (αi − 0.5), ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , d} and L′ =
L/d. Given the above, the fitness function, which calculates
the distance between the end of the last link and the target
position, can be presented mathematically as,
f(α, TL,αmax) = − ‖ pd − T ‖ . (10)
Here, we arbitrary set the target T to (1, 1) in the plane.
Note that the objective function is negated in (10) so that the
problem can be treated as one of maximization.
We conduct our experimental study for two different sce-
narios of 10 and 20 joints. The target task is defined as T√2,1
for both settings, ending up with the largest solution space
possible as each joint can rotate from −π to π. To identify the
sources and their relatedness to the target, we defined 1000
source instances with diverse combinations of L and αmax,
ranging between (0,
√
2) and (0, 1], respectively. A continuous
CGA was first configured to construct the probabilistic model
of one of the sources to optimality. Thereafter, the AMTEA
was utilized repeatedly to build the optimized probabilistic
models of remaining sources by exploiting the already solved
ones. We then sampled 100 solutions from each source model
and evaluated them using the objective function of the target
task. The average objective value to each source forms a cell
of a heatmap, as shown in Figures 3b and 3c for 10 and
20 joints, respectively. Here, the hotter cells indicate more
relatedness to the target (as their corresponding mean fitness
values are greater) whereas the colder ones show less or no
relatedness. Having identified how source-target relatedness is
shaped for each scenario, we randomly chose 15 instances
with 0 < L <
√
2 and αmax = 1 as related and 985 ones with
0 < L <
√
2 and 0.18 < αmax < 0.26 as unrelated to form
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Figure 1: (A) Arm with variable morphology. The objective is to find the angles α1, · · · ,αd so that the tip of the arm is as close
as possible to the target. The task is parameterized by the link length (L), which is the same for each link, and the maximum
angular rotation of each joint (αmax). All the results in this figure are for a 10-link arm. (B) Typical map generated with Multi-
task MAP-Elites. (C) Typical map generated when using CMA-ES for each task. (D) Typical map generated with MAP-Elites
when evaluating each candidate on each task. (E) Mean fitness over the whole map with respect to the number of evaluations
(20 replicates). The solid line represents the median over the replicates and the light zones the interquartile range. (F) Mean
fitness over the whole map after 1 million evaluations. All the differences are statistically significant (Mann-Whitney U-test,
p < 10−10), except between MAP-Elites with evaluation on all tasks and random sampling. (G) Influence of the tournament
size on the mean fitness. (H) Mean fitness after 1 million evaluations.
where increasing d increases the task complexity. The joint limits
αmax and the lengths are normalized by the dimensions d so that
the robot has the same total length (1 meter) and reaching abilities









The fitness function f (α , [L,αmax]) is the Euclidean distance
from the tip position pd to the target position T . In these experi-
ments, we arbitrarily set the target to (1, 1). The kinematics of the
arm can be computed iteratively as follows:
M0 = I (10)
Mi+1 = Mi ·
©­­­«
cos(αi ) − sin(αi ) 0 Lτ
sin(αi ) cos(αi ) 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
ª®®®¬ (11)
pi+1 = Mi+1 · (0, 0, 0, 1)T (12)
Using these notations, the fitness function for a candidate α is the
distance between the end of the last link and the target:
f (α , [L,αmax]) = −
pd −T  (13)
where α is the candidate solution, d is the dimensionality of the
domain and T the target. Each fitness evaluation requires only
3.5 × 10−4 seconds to be evaluated (in Python, Intel(R) Xeon(R)
Silver 4110 CPU at 2.10GHz).
With an evaluation budget of 1 million, we compare Multi-task
MAP-Elites to:
• Vanilla MAP-Elites (all tasks): each candidate solution is
evaluated on each task and therefore competes in all the
niches (each batch therefore requires B × card(T ) calls to
the fitness function, that is, the size of the batch times the
number of tasks).
• Vanilla MAP-Elites (random task): each candidate solution
is evaluated on a random task and competes only for that
task (in this case, the number of evaluations for a batch is
























































































































































Fig. 3: (a) A planar robotic arm with three joints (and equal links) [41]. The objective is to find the angle of each joint (here,
α1, α2, α3) such that the end-effector is as close as possible to a predefined target in the plane. Heatmaps of source-target
relatedness for diverse combinations of L and αmax, ranging between (0,
√
2) and (0, 1], respectively, for (b) 10 joints and (c)
20 joints. According to the sidebar on the right which marks the fitness range, the hotter cells indicate more relatedness to the
target (as their corresponding mean fitness values are greater) whereas the colder ones show less or no relatedness.
a total of 1000 sources per scenario. We followed the same
procedure, as already outlined above, to build the probabilistic
models of the sources to optimality.
Given that the knowledge extraction module described in
Procedure 1 is for the case of a maximization problem, we
need some refinements to apply the algorithm for the examples
whose underlying optimization problem is one of minimization
and −fT (x) is alternatively being used. The first amendment
is on the initial values of the mutation vector. Rather than
setting all the values to zeroes, we initialize the mutation
vector with a lower bound on the fitness value of the target
problem. For the robotic arm case study, this was set to the
fitness value of the worst feasible solution to the target, which
is −2
√
2 when the the tip of the arm falls in the opposite
direction to the target position. Such adjustment led to more
effective exploitation of related sources as demonstrated from
our preliminary experiments. The second amendment is to shift
the values of the mutation vector to the range [0,+∞) before
applying the maximum absolute scaling function in Line 13 in
Procedure 1. This is done by adding all entries by the absolute
value of their minimum.
The performance of the sTrEvo was compared with sNES
and xNES, as algorithms without transfer capability, in ad-
dition to AMTEA and MAB-AMTEA for both 10- and 20-
joint evaluation scenarios. A penalty function is embedded
in all the ompared algorithms to penalize those solutions
that violate the αmax constraint. The averaged results obtained
over 30 independent runs are shown in Figure 4. With respect
to the convergence efficiency, Figures 4a and 4b present the
convergence trends of the compared algorithms for 10 and 20
joints, respectively. Both plots strongly advocate the advantage
of knowledge transfer not only at reaching the optimality but
also at improving the optimization efficiency. Aside from that,
we can notice a small spike in averaged objective values
in early function evaluations of sTrEvo, further validating
our previous findings on the online learning agility of its
nested (1+1)-ES when the percentage of related sources is
considerably small. Similar to the previous case study, we
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(a) Convergence trends (10 joints)
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(d) Convergence times (20 joints)
Fig. 4: Averaged performance results of sTrEvo over 30
independent runs for the robotic arm example. The target task
is T√2,1. There are 1000 source instances, 15 of which are
related and the rest are unrelated. Convergence trends relative
to the number of function evaluations for (a) 10 joints and (b)
20 j ints. Convergence tren s relative to TrEvo’s convergence
time for (c) 10 joints and (d) 20 joints. The shaded region
indicates standard deviations either side of the mean.
also scrutinized the scalability of the sTrEvo against AMTEA
and MAB-AMTEA by plotting the convergence trend of the
three algorithms within the convergence time of sTrEvo, as
shown in Figures 4c and 4d for 10 and 20 join s, respectively.
Interestingly, while consistent results can be observed with
regard to the computational efficiency of sTrEvo, as elaborated
in the previous section, the MAB-AMTEA fails at establishing
optimality for the more complex scenario of 20 joints. This
indicates that the learning mechanism of the bandit-based
approach at choosing only one source each time knowledge
transfer occurs is unable to effectively capture related sources
to ensure solution optimality.
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D. Double Pole Balancing Controller System
Double pole balancing is a prototypical control problem
commonly used as a case study for neuro-evolutionary and
reinforcement learning algorithms. In this setting, two poles
are hinged at the same point to a wheeled cart on a finite length
track. The goal is to keep both poles balanced indefinitely by
applying a force to the cart at regular intervals without causing
the cart to move beyond the track boundaries. The task is more
difficult than the basic single pole problem due to nonlinear
interactions incurred between the two poles [42].
Six variables are defined to represent the state of the system:
the angle of each pole from vertical, the angular velocity of
each pole, the position of the wheeled cart on the track, and
the velocity of the cart [43]. Regarding the length of the two
poles, the long one is fixed to 1 meter whereas the short one is
variable (denoted by l) and indicates a task el under evaluation.
The system is simulated according to the steps instructed in
[27]. In this setting, a feedforward neural network (FNN),
whose structure remains fixed during the simulation, is used to
output a force to the wheeled cart periodically. The conditions
for the system failure are either the cart goes out of the track
boundaries or one of the two poles loses its balance and drops
beyond a certain degree from the vertical. Here, a candidate
chromosome represents the connection weights of neurons of
the FNN controller and is assessed by measuring the number of
time steps elapsed before the system fails. Clearly, the solution
quality (fitness) is higher for longer time steps. We assert
that a task is solved if a solution could be found such that
its corresponding fitness is greater than a specified number
of time steps. Following [27], this value was set to 100, 000
time steps in our experiments, which is over 30 minutes in
simulated time. The architecture of the FNN controller is
identical to one applied in [27], i.e., a two-layer network with
ten hidden neurons and no bias parameters. This forms a total
of 70 weights encoded in the solution chromosome of the
evolutionary optimizer.
An established fact concerning the double pole system is
that the problem becomes harder to solve when the two poles
are very close in length (here, l, the length of the shorter
pole, approaches 1m, which is the length of the longer pole).
Previous studies suggest incremental learning techniques in
which the length of the shorter pole is increased very grad-
ually and then the resultant problem is solved incrementally
[43]. The analogy between such incremental problem solving
and transfer optimization paradigm was realized in [27] to
successfully apply the AMTEA to solve more difficult variants
of the problem by utilizing the solutions to easier solved ones.
Accordingly, we consider this practical problem as our third
case study in this paper to assess how effective and efficient
our proposed sTrEvo is at solving increasingly intractable
variants of this problem. In this regard, we aim at tackling
e0.825 as the target problem by building up source problem
instances with an ascending order of difficulty starting from
e0.1 through e0.775.
To construct the optimized probabilistic models of the
sources, we first configured a continuous GA to solve e0.1
to optimality. Thereafter, the AMTEA was applied to solve
TABLE II: Performance comparison of sTrEvo against sNES,
xNES, AMTEA and MAB-AMTEA for the double pole bal-
ancing problem with l = 0.825.
Methods Successes Function Evaluations
sNES 0/50 NA
xNES 0/50 NA
AMTEA 34/50 3739 ± 939
MAB-AMTEA 7/50 4156 ± 972
sTrEvo 35/50 3108 ± 993
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Fig. 5: Learned transfer coefficients of (a) AMTEA and (b)
sTrEvo while solving e0.825 for the double pole balancing
problem. Results were averaged over the corresponding suc-
cessful runs. The shaded region indicates standard deviations
either side of the mean.
the next instances in ascending order of l by utilizing the
previously solved ones as the corresponding sources. Follow-
ing [27], we adopt success rate as the performance metric
for our experimental study. It is measured by counting the
number of runs that each approach is able to solve the problem
relative to the total number of runs. We compared sTrEvo
with sNES, xNES, AMTEA and MAB-AMTEA by launching
each for 50 independent runs. Table II shows the success
rate as well as the number of function evaluations averaged
over successful runs for the compared algorithms. According
to the table, neither sNES nor xNES are able to achieve
success in any of their 50 independent runs, revealing the
inherent difficulty of e0.825. Conversely, both AMTEA and
sTrEvo can achieve significantly higher success rates but with
noticeably different number of function evaluations, with that
of sTrEvo being fewer. The MAB-AMTEA, on the other hand,
succeeded for only 7 runs, requiring a considerably higher
number of evaluations than AMTEA and, in particular, sTrEvo.
Such notable performance of the sTrEvo is mainly due to the
online learning agility of its knowledge extraction module,
which was also showcased for the other two case studies.
Lastly, we present the learned transfer coefficients of AMTEA
and sTrEvo averaged over their successful runs for the seven
mostly related sources in Figures 5a and 5b, respectively.
By observing the two trajectories, we can conclude that
sTrEvo is able to learn qualitatively similar trends of transfer
coefficient values as the AMTEA but with significantly lower
computational cost.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a novel approach for scalable transfer
evolutionary optimization, overcoming two critical shortcom-
ings of today’s transfer evolutionary frameworks – namely,
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lack of scalability when faced with a growing bulk of source
problem instances, and lack of online learning agility against
sparsity of relevant sources to the target task of interest.
While applications of existing algorithms are limited to tens
of source tasks, in this paper, we took a quantum leap
forward in enabling two orders of magnitude scale-up in the
number of tasks by handling scenarios with up to thousands of
source instances. We devised a scalable transfer evolutionary
optimization framework, under the label of sTrEvo, which
comprises two co-evolving species for joint evolutions in the
space of source knowledge and in the search space of solutions
to the target problem. We were able to empirically verify
the efficacy of sTrEvo from two aspects of scalability and
online learning agility across a set of practically motivated
discrete and continuous optimization examples. Such notable
performance arises due to,
1) the scalability of the (1+1)-ES algorithm nested in
sTrEvo with the number of source instances, as only
one individual evolves per generation and mutation is
the sole reproduction operation;
2) the novel mutation mechanism employed in the (1+1)-
ES that quickly captures source-target similarities during
the course of optimization. This is realized by estimat-
ing the expected fitness of source probabilistic models
relative to the target objective function, enabling their
exploration and exploitation;
3) the proposed neutralization strategy in the (1+1)-ES that
effectively filters out unrelated sources.
Notably, estimating the expected fitness of each source
probabilistic model relative to the target objective function
enables source-target similarity matching to be carried out in
an offline mode (as was done for the robotic arm example to
construct the similarity heatmaps) given a unified search space
and known target objective function.
As future work, we plan to generalize sTrEvo to a wider
variety of real-world optimization problems characterized by
different solution representations; e.g., graph-based represen-
tations, scheduling problems, etc. In all such cases, sTrEvo
would be designed to be immersed in and leverage big data
environments with huge databases of previous optimization
experiences. We will also investigate the extensibility of our
proposed transfer optimization framework to support evolu-
tionary multitasking where mutual exchange of knowledge
takes place among multiple optimization problems that are
being solved simultaneously within a single population of
evolving individuals [44], [45]. In this setting, the reuse of
relevant knowledge from past problem-solving instances can
be realized across multiple evolving target tasks of interest.
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